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Pertexa Healthcare Technologies and Orchestrate Healthcare Announce Their
Collaborative Partnership for Expert Radekal Integration
Pertexa Healthcare Technologies and Orchestrate Healthcare announce a collaborative partnership to expertly
integrate the nationally acclaimed Radekal productivity tools within major U.S. hospital systems.
April 25, 2016 – RIDGECREST, CA and CARBONDALE, CO – Pertexa (PHT - www.pertexa.com), an innovator in
healthcare ingenuity, and Orchestrate Healthcare (www.orchestratehealthcare.com), a multi-year Best In KLAS
award-winning leader in integration and interoperability consulting, announce today a collaborative partnership to
rapidly advance the eﬀective integrations of Pertexaʼs ﬂagship product, Radekal, into healthcare environments.
Radekal is a seamless multipurpose suite of technology tools for Physicians that increases productivity, reduces
paperwork, and works on any platform and device. Radekal, with its Wrapper Approach, is widely recognized as the
nationʼs top Physicianʼs Productivity App with productivity gains of over 30%.
This partnership leverages Orchestrate Healthcareʼs corporate commitment of maximizing integration achievement
and minimizing disruption, while harnessing the innovative power of Radekalʼs technology. This eﬀective alliance
will enable a more rapid expansion of Radekal into Physicianʼs hands, beneﬁting providers and most importantly,
patients.
“Weʼre proud to support Pertexa in their eﬀorts to deliver this highly beneﬁcial Physician Productivity App (Radekal)
to the fullest extent to major US hospital systems. Our vast pool of IT talent will help advance Radekalʼs implementation to US healthcare customers in a short period of time. Working together, we can oﬀer a solution at an aﬀordable initial cost with an immediate positive impact on a hospitalsʼ cash ﬂow and bottom line, and on patient and
Physician satisfaction,” explains Charlie Cook, President of Orchestrate Healthcare.
“Orchestrate Healthcare stood out as a strategic partner for integration and interoperability after a detailed 3-month
selection process. Their strong IT capability, broad expertise of technical services, and commitment to client satisfaction made them a uniquely positioned collaborative partner. Their leadership in expertly integrating Radekal into
healthcare environments enables Pertexa to stay focused in continuing to create innovative software and hardware
productivity tools for the US healthcare market,” shares Kishor Joshi, CEO of Pertexa.
About Orchestrate Healthcare:
Orchestrate Healthcare delivers the outcomes healthcare organizations need. We are a multi-year Best in KLAS
awarded healthcare consulting ﬁrm specializing in four core competencies: EMR Implementation and Optimization,
Integration and Interoperability, Information Security Consulting, and Business Intelligence Consulting. Our
consultants are seasoned professionals with a broad range of experience. Our commitment to quality and to our
customersʼ success is second to none. We are known for being nimble, responsive and accessible. Our team of
consultants excel at what we do, so your organization can excel at what you do.
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About Pertexa:
Pertexa, Inc. is a next-generation medical technology company headquartered in Ridgecrest, California that creates
and distributes advanced technology including RITA and RADEKAL, the nationʼs leading Physicianʼs Productivity
Tool, which has been shown to increase productivity by 30%. By combining both hardware and app development
for worldwide medical use, Pertexa is an innovative brain trust, advancing disruptive transformational technologies
for an evolving healthcare environment.
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